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Abstract. Nowadays the growing demands are the dominant concept in most 
parts of life. To satisfy these demands, planning of more complex and flexible 
problem-solving systems is required. In the last decades many new technology 
and technique were developed to handle the growing demands [6][7][8][9], 
Apparently the object-oriented modelling methodology was the most efficient 
between them. However, nowadays the growing demands of the market 
gradually outgrow the abilities of the pure object-oriented concepts. One of the 
main reasons of this is that the decomposition techniques can not handle 
efficiently the numerous sub-systems with varying objective functions and 
constraints. The common problems appear in the unbeatable complexity and the 
missed deadlines. The use of artificial intelligence means new concepts in the 
field the development processes. The agent based programming gives the 
possibility to describe the functionality of the required system not only by using 
actions-reactions but by defining the goals and constraints in the system. The 
machine-learning helps to determine the connections, relations and logical 
behaviour in the dynamism of the modelled system and helps to reveal the 
effects of the non-modelled systems into the modelled system. This paper shows 
a method for revealing and handling the effects of a non-modelled system 
according to the observed behaviour of the modelled system. 
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The basic concept of the machine learning is based on the observat ions of a 
funct ioning system and the knowledge gather ing f rom the observed data. The 
observed systems according to their perceptibili ty can be categorized as observable 
and part ly-observable sys tems [1]. In the learning system developed at the 
Universi ty of Miskolc , the observed system can be modelled using the object-
oriented concept . The objects model the main and separate e lements of the 

1. Modelling the Observable-Systems 
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observed system. The attributes describe the properties of the objects and the 
values represent the concrete cases of the attributes. The activities model the 
connections between the objects of the system. In this system each object has to 
have one or more attributes and zero or more activities and each attribute has to 
have two or more values [2]. The structure of the connections between the objects, 
attributes, values and activities can be described by a tree model. Each element 
represents a node of the tree. 

Figure 1. Structure of the connections between the objects, attributes, values and activities 
of the observed system 

The activities and the values in this concept have no sub-elements therefore these 
are named leaf-nodes. Each leaf-node has one parent-node. The parent-node of a 
leaf-node represents the node the actual leaf-node belongs to directly. The parent-
node of a value is the attribute the value belongs to and the parent-node of an 
activity is the object the activity belongs to. Each attribute has one marked value 
among its values at each time moment. This marked value represents the state of 
that attribute at that time moment. So the marked value is named active-value. The 
state of the observed system at time t can be described by the set of its active-
values at time t. 

The observed system has one marked activity among its activities at each time 
moment. This activity represents the event in the observed system of that time 
moment. The marked activity is named active-activity. 

In the practice, the sampling frequency of the observing system is much higher 
than the frequency of the changes of states of the observed system. Therefore those 
complex events that generate changes of state can be separated into the sequence of 
single events. The event which occurs at time tk represents the transient signal for 
the tk change of state process and after reaching the tkl state of the observed 
system the active-event becomes inactive again. 

Each leaf-node has one super-parent-node, too. The super-parent-node of a leaf-
node represents the node whose one possible value the actual leaf-node represents. 
The super-parent-node of a value represents a possible value of the attribute the 
actual value belongs to; therefore the super-parent of each value is the attribute the 
actual value belongs to. The super-parent-node of an activity represents a possible 
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value o f the events in the observed system therefore the super-parent-node of each 
activity is the observed system itself. 

Figure 2. Structure of the super-parent and the leaf-node elements 

The state of the observed system at t ime t can be descr ibed by the set of active-
values at t ime t and the event which occurs at t ime t can be described by the active-
activity at t ime t. The dynamic behaviour of the observed system can be model led 
by its changes of state. The tk change of state contains three parts: 

1, the state of the observed system at t ime t (source-state of the change of state), 
2, the event at t ime t, 
3, the state of the observed system at t ime t+1 (destination-state of the change of 

state). 

The changes of state are stored in a history database in chronological order. The t-
th entry of the history contains the state of the observed system at t ime tk and the 
event which occurred at t ime tk. 

2. Meaning of inconsistence in the changes of state processes 

Denote each state of the observed system with uppercase letters and each event of 
the observed system with lowercase letters of the alphabet. Denote same letters the 
states with the same set of act ive-values and the same events and denote d i f ferent 
letters the states with d i f fe rent set of active-values and the different events . 
Accord ing to this a possible state of the history can be as fol lows: 
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Table 1. Example of a possible pattern of the history database 

time history 
sequence 

k A, a 
k+1 B , c 
k+2 C , a 
k+3 A, b 
k+4 B 

Four types of changes of state can be distinguished: 

Table 2. The main different types of the changes of state 

1. 
same source-state and same 

event result the same 
destination-state 

2. 
same source-state and same 

event result different 
destination-state 

3. 
different source-state or 
different event result the 

same destination-state 

4. 
different source state or 

different event result 
different destination-state 

In the changes of state of types 1, 3 and 4 the source-state and the event determine 
unambiguously the destination-state. The changes of state of these types are 
consistent. In the changes of state of type 2 the source-state and the event do not 
determine unambiguously the destination-state. The changes of state of these types 
are inconsistent. 

If an observed system contains inconsistent changes of state then the cause-effect 
relations in the observed system can not be revealed unambiguously. This case 
indicates that the observed system is partly observable only. 

3. Properties of the inconsistent changes of states 

If in the changes of state processes of the observed system two changes of states 
become inconsistent then this proves that the observed system contains non-
modelled elements. Modelling of these non-modelled elements can distinguish the 
same source states or the same events of the changes of states of type 2. Therefore 
these changes of states could be converted into the changes of states of type 4. 
According to the behaviour of the non-modelled elements the inconsistent changes 
of states can be divided into two main groups namely the Non-Observable-State-
Space (NOSS) based and the sequential characteristic based inconsistent changes 
of states. For example if the observed system is a logical gate-circuit with an 
existing but non-modelled enabling input [3][10] then the observed changes of 
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states contain NOSS-based inconsistence. If the observed system is a container 
filling-emptying system which has one input and one output tap and three sensors 
which indicates the level of liquid at full, half and empty states, then the observed 
changes of states contain Sequential-Characteristic based inconsistence. To 
eliminate the different types of inconsistence two elimination methods was 
developed. 

To eliminate the NOSS-based inconsistence, an automatically generated state-
space with objects, attributes, values and activities is needed. The dynamic 
behaviour of this NOSS-based system can be determined indirectly according to 
the observable changes of state. The correct static structure and dynamic behaviour 
of the NOSS-based system can not be determined correctly at any time. The only 
thing the learning system can do is to determine the NOSS-based system in order to 
eliminate the inconsistence of the changes of states until the actual state of the 
system. Each newly observed change of state may modify the complete structure 
and behaviour of the automatically generated NOSS-based system. 

To eliminate the sequential based inconsistence retrospection is required in the 
sequence of the observed changes of states. For example regarding to the container 
filling-emptying system the destination state of the changes of states can be 
determined unambiguously taking into consideration not only the actual state of the 
system but some sequence of states in the past from the actual state. This method is 
named n-steps-deep-retrospection. In the previous container filling-emptying 
example only one retrospection step is sufficient to eliminate the inconsistence in 
the changes of states. 

{empty, half) => full ^ j ̂  

(full, half) => emty 

Detailed analysis is required to determine which method gives the best 
performance for eliminating the inconsistent changes of states of the actual 
observed system. This kind of research gives the developing possibilities of this 
system today. According to the latest results both methods can eliminate both types 
of inconsistence but they are different from each other according to their need for 
additional information. 

4. The inconsistence elimination ability of The NOSS-based method 

The NOSS-based elimination method assumes that the inconsistence in the changes 
of states is based on non-modelled objects, attributes, values or activities of the 
observed system. According to this concept the actual state of the system contains 
an observable and a non-observable part. In this point of view two states are 
equivalent with each other if not only their observable but also their non-
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observable parts are equivalent with each other. Using this concept gives the 
possibility to distinguish the equivalent source-states of the changes of states of 
type 2 with non-equivalent non-observable state space parts associated to their 
source states. Therefore the changes of states of type 2 can be converted into the 
changes of states of type 4. 

There is a dominant difference between the observable and non-observable parts of 
the states according to their knowableness. Reaching the i-th state of the observed 
system the observable part of this state defines correctly and invariably the 
observed state. On the other hand, generating the non-observable part for the tk 
state gives nothing else than the changes of states will be consistent until the tk 
state. However, many other non-observable state space combinations can give the 
same result. Choosing between them means an optimization task after each change 
of state step of the observed system. The constraint of this optimization is to define 
a non-observable state space for each state of the observed system in order to 
eliminate the inconsistence of the changes of states. The objective function of this 
optimization is to minimize the additional information need for the definition of the 
non-observable state space. To satisfy the constraint of this optimization the 
forbidden states of the non-observable state space has to be defined for each state 
of the observed system. The forbidden states represent the permanent information 
about the behaviour of the non-observable parts of the states. The forbidden states 
for each state are defined in the Non-Observable-State-Space-Constraint (NOSSC) 
of each state. 

Denote with // in the NOSSC associated to the y'-th state of the observed system 
that the non-observable part of the y'-th state can not be equivalent with the non-
observable part of the z'-th state. 

Similarly to the observable part of the observed system, the static structure of the 
non-observable part is modelled by objects, attributes, values and activities. These 
elements may be attached to an observable or a non-observable element of the 
modelled system. To determine the concrete need for each type of these elements 
and to reveal their necessary connections with each other requires deeper analysis 
in the static structure and dynamic behaviour of the observed system. At this time 
the non-observable part of each state is modelled using only one object (namely: 
NOObject), one attribute (namely: NOAttribute) and as many values (namely: 0, 1, 
*) as many non-equivalent states of the non-observable parts require. 

5. The forbidden equivalences of the Non-Observable Parts 

The elimination of the inconsistent changes of states of the observed system using 
the NOSS-based method means that in the changes of states with equivalent 
source-state and event but with non-equivalent destination-state the equivalence of 
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the source-states has to be eliminated. The source-states of the inconsistent changes 
of states are in forbidden equivalence. Because the observable part of each state 
holds permanent information and can not be modified, therefore a non-observable 
part is needed for eliminating the equivalence of these source-states. Figure 3 
shows an example of the NOSS-based inconsistence elimination. 

time observable state space 

i A, a 
i+1 B,? 

i A, a 
.i+i C 

A—a—^B 

A—i!—»C 

3.a. Example of inconsistent changes of states 

time observable state space NOSSC non-observable state space 

i A, a ? 0 
i+1 B,? ? ? 

i A, a !i 1 
.i+i C 

AO— 

Al-^->C 

3.b. Example of the elimination of the inconsistent changes of states 

Figure 3. Example of NOSS-based inconsistence elimination 

In this example the changes of states (/-th and they'-th) are inconsistent with each 
other and the properly generated non-observable part eliminates their inconsistence 
by taking their source states different. The ? sign denotes the unimportant elements 
of the state according to this example. 

Because the destination state of each changes of state is the source state of the next 
changes of state simultaneously, therefore each NOSS-based inconsistence 
elimination step may cause a side effect. A side effect appears each time if the 
previous states of the modified states are equivalent with each other. If the states /-
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1 and j-1 are equivalent with each other then before the non-observable part of 
states / and j become modified, the type of these previous changes of states were of 
type 1. After the non-observable part of states i and j will be modified the type of 
these previous changes of states become of type 2. These mean that these previous 
changes of states inconsistent with each other. To eliminate the occurred side 
effect, the equivalence of states i-1 and j-1 has to be eliminated too. This step may 
cause a new side effect too, if the previous states of the modified states are 
equivalent with each other. To eliminate all of the side effects occurred, the 
equivalence elimination method has to be performed until either the previous states 
of the modified states are non-equivalent with each other or one of the modified 
states is the first state of the observed system. Table 3. shows an example of side 
effects elimination steps. 

Table 3. Example for eliminating the inconsistence and its side effects 

time observable 
state space 

NOSSC 

0 ? ? 
1 ? ? 

i-k-1 B, a ? 
i-k-1 C , ? ? 
i-k F ,? ? 
i-2 D , c ? 
i-1 B, a ? 
i A, a ? 

i+1 B ,? ? 

!0 

j-k-1 B, a ! i-k-1 
j-4 A ,? ! i-k-1 
i-k E ,? !i-k 
i-2 D ,c ! i-2 
i-i B, a !i-l 
i A, a !i 

.i+i c,? ? 

Because the state j-k (which belongs to the A:-th inconsistence elimination step) is 
not equivalent with the state I-k no more side effects occur and the inconsistence 
elimination steps could be finished. If the state j-k-1 (which belongs to the k-1 
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inconsistence el imination step) is equivalent wi th the state I-k-1 then it results no 
side ef fec t because the inconsistence of these changes of states and their side 
e f fec t s have been el iminated when the state j-k-1+1 appears . 

6. Applicability of the results 

N o w a d a y s the marke t has gradually growing d e m a n d s against automat ion 
processes. In order to sat isfy these demands more complex developing tools are 
required [7]. When planning a complex controller system the developers have to do 
two things. Firstly the static structure of the control led system has to be model led 
by def in ing its object-attr ibute-value-activity e lements ; secondly the cause ef fec t 
relat ions giving the dynamic property of the control led system has to be revealed 
[4] [5] [6]. Regarded the controlled system as a b lack-box to reveal the cause-ef fec t 
relat ions is an identif ication task where the sequence of matching inputs and 
outputs are given. In the real environments the state of the outputs are not def ined 
by the state of its match ing inputs only. The cause o f this lays on the sequential 
behaviour of the controlled system on the one hand and the wrongly def ined static 
s tructure on the other. T o divide the model l ing of the controlled system into an 
observable and a non-observable part can give the possibili ty to reveal and handle 
the logical and the sequential parts of the model led system and to correct the 
structural deficiencies. Figure 4 shows some screenshots of this implemented 
model l ing tool. 

View History §?) 

fiKj 

Date 1 Í Tap In:Stream j TapOutjStream I Contaner: Level of liquid I Activity | 
0 Off Off Empty Tap In:Run 
1 On Off Empty Tap IniRun 
2 On Off Half Tsp ImRun 
3 On Off FJ Tap IniStop 
4 Cff Off FJ TapOutiRun 
5 Off On Fl1 Tap Out ;Run 
6 Off On Half TapOut:R"Ji 
7 Off On E * t r Tap Out:Stop 
8 Off Off Errpty NaN 

View Functions ( V j 

OK ! 

Tap In:Stream:On (Tap In:Run) 
Tap ln;Stream:Off (Tap Ojt:5tream:Gn) + (Container :Leve) of LiqutdiFull) 
Tap Ojt:Stream:On (TapOUt:Run) 
Tap Out:Stream:Off (Tap In:Stream:On) + (Contamer:level of LiqtjdiEmpty) 
ContaineriLevel of Liquid:Empty (Tap In:Stream:Off*Contanw:Level of Liquid:Eiri>ty) + (Tap Out:Stream:0n*ContaineT :Levd of LKjuidiHaJf) 
Container Level of liqu»d:Haf (Tap In:Stream:On*Conl«nef :Levef ol LiquidiEmpty) + (Tap Out:StrMm:On't'Contaner:Levelof LiquidiFdO 
ContanerrLevelof Liquid:FJ (Conta*ier:Levet of Liqutd FufTTap OütrStreamrOff) + (Container l e v d of Liqud:Half*Tap Ir.:Sbeam:On) 

4.a, Logical functions of the controlled system contains no non-observable elements 
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r 
View History • E I 

• 1 
a*[ 

Date | Tap In:Stream Tap Out:Strearn Container: Level of Liquid Unknown Object:Unknown Attrfcute | Activity | 
0 Off Off Empty 0 Tap In:Run 
1 On Off Empty 0 Tap In:Run 
2 On Off Haf 0 Tap In:Rin 
3 On Off Ful 0 Tap In:Stop 
4 C« Off Ful 0 Tap OutiRun 
5 Off On Ful 0 Tap Out:Run 
6 Off On Half 0 Tap Out;Run 
7 Off On Empty 0 Tap Out:Stop 
6 Off Off Empty 1 Tap In:Run 
9 Off Off Empty NaN NaN 

View Functions 

w j 
Values [ 
Tap !n:Stream:On 
Tap In:Stream:Off 
Tap Out:Strean>:On 
Tap Out:Stream:Off 
CootamenLevd of Liquid:Empty 
Container :Levet of Ln?jtd:hai 
Container level of liquid:Ful 
Unknown Obiect;Unknown Attr6ute:0 
Unknown Object:Unknown Attribute: 1 

Functions 
(Tap In:Run*Unknown Obtect: Unknown Attributed) 

(Tap Out:Stream:On) +• (Contaner:level of Liquid:Fui) + (Unknown Object:Unknown AttrtxXe: 1) 
(Tap OutiRun) 

(TapIn:Stream:On) + (Container:level of Uquid:Empty) 
(Tap In:Stream:Off*Contener:Level of L<iuid:Empty) + (Tap Out:Stream:On*Conta«ier:Level of ltiucd:Half) 
(Tap In:Stream:On*Contemer;Level of üqmd;Empty) + (Tap Out:5tream;On*Contarier :Level of l«c>jtd:Full) 
(Container:Level of tiquid:FUPTap Out:Stre«n:Off) + (Container:level of Liqmd:Half*Tap In:Stream:On) 

(Tap Out:Strearn:Off) + (Container :Level of Liquid:Half) + (Contamer:Level of Liquid:Fui) 
(Tap Out.Stop) 

4.b, Logical functions of the controlled system contains non-observable elements 

Figure 4. The revealed logical functions of the system identification method 

7. Conclusions 

The use of the NOSSC-based method for eliminating the inconsistent changes of 
states of the observed system results in an NOSSC for each state. The NOSSC of a 
state contains the states from which the equivalency of the actual state has to be 
eliminated. To determine the non-observable part of a state according to its 
NOSSC means the determination of the less value of the NOAttribute which is not 
the value of the NOAttribute of either state contained by the NOSSC of the actual 
state. This inconsistence elimination method gives a helpful tool for the modeller 
for determining the cause-effect relations from the modelled behaviour of the 
system and takes propositions for the modifications of its static structure if the 
cause-effect relations become inconsistent. 
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